The definitions of metabolic control analysis revisited.
Various definitions of coefficients in metabolic control analysis are examined with respect to their theoretical consistency and practical applicability. We suggest agreement upon a definition for control coefficients which is clearly distinct from that for response coefficients, in such a way that the former describe inherent properties of the metabolic system while the latter refer to the influence of special parameters. Advantages and drawbacks of using normalized or non-normalized control coefficients are studied. It is shown that normalized control coefficients have the advantage of being invariant to a different rescaling of the particular fluxes. We demonstrate that some problems are easier to tackle if the consistency of time-independent control coefficients with their time-dependent counterparts is taken into account. It is shown that the matrix of flux control coefficients is an indempotent matrix. This allows an interpretation in terms of the transduction of the effect of parameter perturbations. Several aspects of the experimental measurement of control coefficients are discussed, with special reference to the different definitions.